Combined Effects of Alcohol and Metabolic Disorders in Patients With Chronic Liver Disease.
Alcoholic liver disease (ALD) and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) are the major causes for nonviral liver cirrhosis in the population. Whereas the typical NAFLD patient is one with abdominal obesity, metabolic syndrome (MetS), and no or minimal alcohol use, the patient with pure alcoholic liver cirrhosis has, according to cohort studies, typically consumed >5-10 daily alcohol drinks for several years.1 However, both alcohol use and components of the MetS are continuous variables and, as such, not dichotomic. Recent evidence suggests harmful synergistic effects of obesity, MetS, and alcohol intake for the risk of future liver disease.2 Consequently, given an increasing population prevalence of overweight and obese alcohol users, expectedly, there will be many patients that do not fit either the typical NAFLD or typical ALD phenotype, but share features of both disease entities. Current case-finding strategies focusing on either pure NAFLD or pure ALD3,4 may underestimate the true risk in individuals who will develop liver disease as the result of interaction between alcohol and metabolic disorders.1.